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BAYREUTH REPORT, 2019
Pierre Couture
I returned recently from my sixth consecutive year attending the Bayreuth Festival and saw all five productions; some I even saw
twice! I mentioned to many colleagues and friends this past summer that, when you travel to Bayreuth, you have to erase your traditional
operatic database from your brain, reset your “Wagnerian” brain completely and prepare yourself for some exploratory works which is
exactly what Richard Wagner had in mind when he built his Festspielhaus in Bayreuth.
As you all know, Bayreuth is not exactly the most attractive of German provincial towns, and I would rather enjoy the summer at home
than traveling to this city. I travel to Bayreuth every year to experiment with something very special: an all-encompassing musical-theatre
experience, or what is known as Gesamtkunstwerk in Wagnerian circles.
I am truly looking forward to traveling to see the new 2020 Ring cycle, directed by the 30-year old Austrian director, Valentin Schwarz,
who has no Wagnerian experience. It will be fascinating to see the Ring Cycle again through the eyes of a young director with fresh ideas.
Let me share my thoughts with you about the five productions experienced at this year’s Festival and allow me to quote a very
interesting statement published in this year’s Lohengrin program:
A quotation from Edward and Paula Bortnichak from their essay: “Lohengrin: Seeing Through the Ether - Reflections on the current
Bayreuth production.” In his theoretical work “Opera and Drama”, Richard Wagner explained how myths form,
function and evolve over time, and his expectation that subsequent generations would reinterpret all myths, including those of his own creation, in light of their own time and place.

LOHENGRIN, August 18
Expectations, or should I say curiosity, were high for my
first performance of Lohengrin at the 2019 Bayreuth Festival.
Anna Netrebko had been announced to sing the role of Elsa in
two performances - including my own of August 18 alongside her Russian colleague Elena Pankratova as Ortrud.
The thought of seeing two strong voiced Russian sopranos
singing together was very exciting although I was somewhat
concerned that we would probably miss the contrasting vocal
tone usually encountered in the riveting duets between Elsa
and Ortrud.
As it turned out, with Anna Netrebko cancelling and missing
once again her long awaited Bayreuth debut, the wellseasoned Annette Dash - star of the previous Neuenfels
Bayreuth production and a favourite of German audiences provided some wonderful lyrical Wagner singing. I
understand that at the late July performance, she may have
been nervous, with some vocal difficulties, not always
equalling the high soprano tessitura demonstrated by her
colleague Anja Harteros last year.
Although I did not dislike the new Yuval Sharon production
of Lohengrin last year, the staging did not ignite any
particular interests in me. Being the first American director of
a Wagner opera at Bayreuth, he had arrived late at the project,
with 80% of the concept already well-established by the
German visual team artists, Neo Rauch and Rosa Loy. After
one full year of revisiting the images and ideas, in addition to
a few changes in the production, a strong feminist agenda
emerged as Sharon himself indicated clearly in the program:
“The Future is Female”.
The predominant motif of the staging is about electric
power connections and more particularly confined this year to

Annette Dasch as Elsa
photo: Enrico Nawrath

the empowerment of women of the Brabant society. The light
generated by electricity attracts the bees / insects - the
characters are all dressed with some kinds of wings - and the
“queen bees” of Ortrud, and eventually Elsa, are now being
empowered by Lohengrin. At the very end of the opera, this
“white knight” presents Elsa with a sort of tool box that is
intended to help her move on into the modern world with the
younger brother Gottfried - all dressed in phosphorescent
green as a symbol of the fight for the environment. The power
connection with the light - with the Truth - has now been
established.
Possibly because of its title, the opera Lohengrin has
traditionally been centred on the male character of Lohengrin
and so very much male-dominated. In this staging, with his
passage in Brabant, Lohengrin releases the ropes that tied
Ortrud and Elsa to their society and empowers them to be
elevated as the ultimate bearers of the “Grail”, a truly
feminine figure that will reappear later in Parsifal, and who
will save the world.
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Maestro Christian Thielemann brought his usual magic to
this score and, particularly in the extremely slow Act 2,
provided some true enlightenment, parallel to this great
staging. Chatting with soprano Annette Dasch after the
performance, at the restaurant Weihenstephan (this favourite
will be closing down next December, after 111 years of

operation), she confided to us that Act 2 is truly the
conductor’s favourite. We also heard wonderful singing from
Piotr Beczala (Lohengrin), Tomasz Konieczny (Telramund)
and Georg Zeppenfeld (Heinrich).

PARSIFAL August 19 and 25
wooden box, the message is clear that we all end up together
and the differences between us are not insurmountable.

Elena Pankratova as Kundry; Andreas Schafer as Parsifal
photos: Enrico Nawrath

It was always my dream to attend a performance of Parsifal
at the Bayreuth Festival, an opera that Richard Wagner
composed with the particular acoustics of the Festspielhaus in
mind. I was also curious to see whether the tradition of
refraining from applauding after Act 1 would be preserved, as
it was in Vienna in the spring of 2017 at the premiere of their
current production.
I have always admired Eric Laufenberg’s production of
Parsifal seen over the last four years and now retired. The
excellent cast of singers and the intense conducting of
Maestro Semyon Bychkov add to the staging which conveys
a strong message of universal peace at a time when antiSemitism and anti-Muslim feelings are rising. Basically, Act 1
is Christian, Act 2 is Muslim - Klingsor immediately kneels
towards Mecca on a special carpet at the very beginning, and
Act 3 can be considered as predominantly Jewish. But, in the
end, with Amfortas dropping some fine sand - presumably
human beings’ ashes - into Titurel’s coffin and inviting
various religious groups to drop their artefacts together in that

The director constantly challenges and dares the viewer,
culminating in the scene in the Act 2 duet between Parsifal
and Kundry. At one point Kundry tempts Parsifal by offering
herself on a table where stands but a glass of red wine. It is at
this point that he cries out in an agonizing pain his line:
Amfortas! Die Wunde! Die Wunde! Sie brennt in meinem
Herzen. (The wound! The wound! It burns within my heart!)
This is a stark reminder of the plight of the wound
associated with the original sin of Adam and Eve in the 2018
Pierre Audi production of Parsifal in Munich. The wound that
will never heal, and it will be bleeding eternally for a sinful
desire. Quite revealing then, as Amfortas enters the room and
immediately starts having sex with the consenting and
inviting Kundry.
During Act 3, shortly after the baptism scene, we see a
beautiful rain forest where a young man and a young woman
appear totally naked, as if they were impersonating Adam and
Eve and reminding us about the wound being an eternal
plight.
The Russian soprano Elena Pankratova is a magnificent
singing actress whose voice copes beautifully with the
demands of this role she is currently singing Strauss’s Elektra
and preparing for her Brünnhilde debut in a concert
performance at the Royal Festival Hall next February. At the
performance of August 19, she had just sung Ortrud in
Lohengrin the night before and sounded wonderful.
Sadly, the weak link for me was the New York-born
baritone Ryan McKinny, who was repeating his performance
from the first two years of that production. Granted, he makes
an extremely attractive character, though his voice certainly
lacks the enormous sex appeal of the suffering, broken, and
finally furious Amfortas as portrayed by Thomas Mayer last
year. His darker and deeper baritone voice expressed with a
superb articulation the German text, and contrasted
beautifully with the deep and noble sounding “basso
profundo” tone of Günther Groissböck’s Gurnemanz. I was
also very moved by the excellent Parsifal of Andreas Schafer.
At my second performance, the magic of the singing,
acting, conducting and production was such that a good
twenty seconds elapsed before the outburst of applause after
the final note. A true experience of “compassion” and musical
theatre!
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TRISTAN UND ISOLDE August 20 and 23
This Katerina Wagner production of Tristan und Isolde
never totally convinced me. Overall, there are some
interesting staging elements but the result always left me
wanting.
In Act 1, the protagonists are in large scaffolding, portraying
the front part of a ship where they cannot connect with each
other until the end of the act. The Act 2 is set at the bottom of
the ship from which they cannot escape and where they are
forced to accept their condition as “prisoners”, while
Brangäne and Kurwenal attempt to get out at whatever costs.
All the while, King Marke and Melot are at the very top of the
ship, looking down at the lovers until the final scene when
they appear downstairs. In Act 3 the weakened Tristan
searches for Isolde in symbolic tent shapes visions that seem
to keep disappearing.
In this production, King Marke is not the loving, forsaken
victim but a calculating, merciless, domineering macho male.
Superb singing from the always reliable Georg Zeppenfeld
as the King and Christa Mayer as Brangäne. Petra Lang’s very
uneven voice is increasingly showing signs of “wear and tear”
and was shrill at some prominent times. I worry about her
vocal condition for next year’s Die Walküre Brünnhilde when
she will be singing to the fresh and heroic-sounding Sieglinde
of Lise Davidsen. And she was certainly not inspired by

Stefan Vinke who has definitely been singing too many
Siegfried performances. He even sounds like a Siegfried when
he sings Tristan. As Tristan, particularly during the taxing Act
2, he was shouting and barking, and seemed solely focused on
attaining the power while missing the nuances that the role
requires. I thought that he actually fared better in the last act.
Why did I book a second performance? First of all, Tristan
und Isolde is one of my all-time favourite operas, and second,
I just admire listening to the mesmerizing conducting of
Christian Thielemann in the legendary acoustics of this hall.

Georg Zeppenfeld as King Marke, Petra Lang as Isolde,
Christa Mayer as Brängane
photo: Enrico Nawrath

DIE MEISTERSINGER August 24
Only a Jewish director, such as Barrie Kosky, could get
away with presenting Beckmesser daring to sport the
characteristics of a Jew in traditional anti-Semitic caricatures.
These characters are followed by the bursting of an immense
head-balloon, with big nose, kippa, Star of David and
sideburns, which emerges at the end of Act 2. This
cumbersome caricature of the Jew - a variant of a Jack in the
Box device - possibly expresses the German people’s feelings
and bad conscience. Once released it cannot be put back in the
box - meaning that it may resurface at any given time. A
symbol of bitterness after a party that goes horribly wrong.

sang gloriously. French Maestro Philippe Jordan has truly
grown up as a fine conductor giving us a very well balanced
sound, very superior to what he was able to achieve from the
MET orchestra with some problematic sounds from the horns
and brass section. A special mention must be made of the
extremely fine quality of the Bayreuth Festival Chorus, made
up of some of the best European choristers.

I am a huge admirer of Michael Volle who owns the role of
Hans Sachs. His vocal candour, humanity and expressive
vocal tone give an inflection to the text that makes him an
ideal personification of this character. The voice projection is
remarkable without ever displaying any signs of fatigue in
this most exhausting role, possibly one of the longest in the
entire Wagner repertoire.
Günther Groissböck was superb as Pogner and we have
finally heard an Eva at the same quality level, Camilla
Nylund. For us, outside Germany, we may at times find the
voice of Klaus Florian Vogt somewhat monotonous but he is a
big hero in Germany. He was a perfectly musical Walther and

Klaus Florian Vogt as Walther, Camilla Nylund as Eva
photo; Enrico Nawrath
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TANNHÄUSER August 21 and 25
Here comes the “pièce de résistance” as we say in French!
Long before I traveled to Bayreuth, I was extremely curious to
see how the team of Tobias Kratzer and Rainer Sellmaier
would handle the new production of Tannhäuser. And having
heard Stephen Gould and Lise Davidsen - the musical
revelation of this summer’s Bayreuth Festival - at the Zürich
Opera production of Tannhäuser last March, my expectations
were high.
As with all those Regietheater productions, I discovered
long ago that it matters a lot for me to research the production
before attending the performance. Stagings such as this new
Tannhäuser are loaded with symbolism and details that may
not always be obvious at first viewing, and could distract
easily from fully absorbing the music and singing.
In this instance, Tobias Kratzer chose the early 1845 version
of Tannhäuser, created at a time when Wagner’s energies were
more focused on elaborating a political statement than simply
exploring the sexual discourse prevalent in the VenusElisabeth dichotomy. Unaware of his future place in history,
both as a revolutionary and a composer, Wagner the young
anarchist was dreaming at that time of overthrowing the king
during the Dresden rebellion.
The biographical context dictates that we go well beyond the
simple restriction of “saintly” versus “sinful” and focus rather
on two different models of life linked to the art/political
discussion. Art is about something that is intertwined with real
life, an artistic expression that really aims to change
something in society.
When he began to write Tannhäuser in 1842, Wagner was
definitely in a revolutionary mood. Tobias Kratzer, one of the
most imaginative and innovative directors of his generation,
contributes a very clever, albeit complex and elaborate,
undertaking, a mixture of film, live video and real life
elements.

does not want to admit that their doctrine of the sublime and
the new underground can be complementary. One cannot exist
without the other.
Having previously won the heart of Elisabeth through a
singing competition, Tannhäuser now faces eternal damnation
for praising sensual love. He searches for total happiness. A
triumphant winner at the previous singing competition and
successful as an opera singer at Bayreuth, he now searches for
something different than the small-mindedness and limitations
of the secure bourgeois culture. Possibly wrongly perceived as
an outsider and someone who wants to be different, he
nevertheless belongs to this society and feels he can return at
any time. So he dares to put on an orange wig, a multicoloured tuxedo, and becomes a dropout.
His elegant and subtle singing competitor Wolfram - sung by
the superbly charismatic and attractive Markus Eiche - is
annoyed at witnessing Elisabeth’s appeal for the hedonistic
Tannhäuser with questionable morals. Wolfram himself is
unrestrainedly keen on this woman who warms up to him only
when feeling upset with Tannhäuser. He has no chance until
the end when Elisabeth has lost all hope of bringing
Tannhäuser back into the world of the bourgeois, and she
gives herself in desperation.

Stephen Gould as Tannhäuser; Elena Zhidkova as Venus;
and Manni Laudenbach

Tannhäuser takes place today, in 2019, and the whole
production hints of a satire against the sophisticated public
attending the Bayreuth Festival. It definitely demystifies the
sacred character perception of Elisabeth. It also connects the
role of Venus and her “Venusberg” with all of us in 2019 characters of different persuasion, races, political affiliations,
sexual orientation, physical size, and some of them homeless in search of redemption or the truth, whatever it may be!
Tannhäuser has teamed up with an anarchist trio of artists,
consisting of Venus, a dwarf and Le Gâteau Chocolat,
following Richard Wagner's early revolutionary motto, "Free
in wanting, Free in action, Free in enjoying”. They live on
the hedonistic side of art, contemptuously dismissed by the
high culture of the knights and minstrels as trivial,
meaningless or embarrassing. The so-called “high culture”

Manni Laudenbach and Lise Davidsen as Elisabeth
photos: Enrico Nawrath
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Why did Tannhäuser fall in love with this Elisabeth? She is
as strict as a teacher, mindful of etiquette and the functioning
of bourgeois society with its petty rules. She is truly a
character torn between her love for Tannhäuser and her
affection for Wolfram. She is not the pure character that we
are accustomed to experiencing in earlier productions.
But the feelings and the love drive these two opposing
people into each other's arms. She feels that she lacks
Tannhäuser's nonconformity and he admires the devotedness
that he painfully misses in Venus. In conclusion, during the
final scene, as he cannot return to Venus, Kratzer comes up
with a sort of reversal of the Pietà scheme in having the dead
Elisabeth sitting in the lap of Tannhäuser, instead of the dead
Jesus sitting on Mary. Elisabeth sacrifices her life for her
lover, and his soul is saved through death.
In Act 2, during the singing competition, the stage is
divided into two parts, one of which shows at the bottom a
classical representation of the Wartburg Castle, a sort of
conservative Biedermeier staging very reminiscent of the
traditional 1960’s productions of Wolfgang Wagner. The
other, at the top, is a screen that shows a backstage story. In
our staging this contest between two worlds takes places on
two levels. The bottom part is circled by a very bright light
which represents the rivalry between traditional art and new
culture. It is symbolically crossed by Tannhäuser, Venus, the
Dwarf, and Gâteau Chocolat and daringly, by Elisabeth who
briefly flirts with artistic freedom.
The scene at the end of Act 2, when Venus, the dwarf,
Gâteau Chocolat and Tannhäuser are reunited in the same
room with the traditional pilgrims and Elisabeth, their
pursuing the same agenda is very enlightening. Soon, the
discussion of principles of high culture versus the
underground degenerates into armed violence and the Festival
Director Katerina Wagner is requested to call the police.
While dialing slowly on the phone - almost reluctantly - she
choses to ban the art revolutionaries and Tannhäuser from the
festival hall - a chance to reunite both worlds is missed with
dramatic consequences for all sides.
The Bayreuth Festival Theatre is the new Rome in this
production and we all become little Tannhäusers in search of
redemption. We are all at the same level in pursuit of the truth
and we will ultimately find it in the “Holy German Art” - as
Hans Sachs reminds us - in the music of Richard Wagner, the
only star in Bayreuth. Tannhäuser carries the Wagner score
throughout the opera and, in the end, it is still not enough for
his redemption.
Venus, the Russian soprano Elena Zhidkova, who in the
traditional version of the opera only sings in the first
movement and in the end very briefly, is permanently present
- even in the first intermission. A note in the Festival program
invites us to connect with the characters and identify with the
plight of Tannhäuser and the Venusberg near the pond, at the
bottom of the Green Hill. The production ventures out of the

Festspielhaus and continues to witness the dwarf, Oskar,
riding a small boat with his tin drum in the middle of the lake,
while Gâteau Chocolat sings Madonna’s “Holiday” and a
song from the Disney classic “Arielle”. Venus dances across
the scene as she writes “Frei im Wollen, Frei im Thun, and
Frei In Geniessen” - the words of the revolutionary Richard
Wagner - and while Gâteau Chocolat sings “Dich teure
Halle !” with a deep baritone voice. It certainly is a novelty
on the Green Hill that attracts not only the patrons of the
Festival, but also visitors and tourists alike in a gesture aimed
at reaching out to the outside world.
Can it have any relevance to modern life? The contrast,
during Act 2, between the traditional and ultra-conservative
Pilgrims on one side and the outlandishly dressed members of
the Venusberg and Tannhäuser, is so relevant to what our
society currently experiences. How often have we heard that,
politically speaking, the centre is disappearing towards the
ultra-right on one side and the ultra-left on the other? The
plight of Tannhäuser falls deeply into this societal debate as
the political centre slowly disappears and the more marginal
elements of our society are left to survive on their own. There
is a reason why the Gâteau Chocolat is a black, not white,
drag queen.
Interesting to see that, at the same time as Tannhäuser is
taken away for his “purification rites” to Rome, Gâteau
Chocolat - the Nigerian-British, Brighton-based drag queen,
part of the Venusberg - dressed in a very bright yellow chiffon
outfit (most likely reminiscent of the plight of the French
Gilets Jaunes) - displays a full Rainbow flag on the harp as a
symbol of victory and achievement. It is a strong signal that
the LGBT agenda has been achieved and pop culture has sold
itself to corporate interests. In a gesture showing how he has
reached “main stream”, Gâteau Chocolat leaves the artists’
troupe and now advertises luxury watches on a giant
billboard. The high culture is hit even worse since Elisabeth
now lies dead and covered in blood on a bus. No salvation in
sight - for anyone !
Stephen Gould is a magnificent Tannhäuser and indeed my
favourite Wagnerian tenor at this current time. Lise Davidsen
is the new voice about which legends are made: heroic,
musical and yet so fresh. I have been a big fan of Markus
Eiche ever since I first heard him singing Wolfram in the
older Baumgarten “pressure washer” production of
Tannhäuser, with the wonderful Elisabeth of Camilla Nylund
in 2014. He sings wonderfully in this new staging and it is
unsurprising that the magnificent Elisabeth of Lise Davidsen
invites him for sex in the trailer during Act 3. Hers is a
character torn between love for Tannhäuser and her attraction
to Wolfram.
This production is full of innuendos which are not always
easily understood. During the prelude, the Tannhäuser vehicle
drives through a recently closed experimental recycling plant
- a craftsman is just putting up the sign “Closed for lack of
demand” (Mangels Nachfrage geschlossen). It turns out to be
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a somewhat mean and funny reference to the very last 2011
Bayreuth Tannhäuser production directed by Sebastian
Baumgarten which took place in such a “pressure washer”
facility and which was not a success with critics or audiences.
This humorous and entertaining production, which
ultimately reveals itself as a touching plea for a reconciliation
of pop and high culture, did not please everyone. Personally, I
admired it as a most mesmerizing performance where the
music, the libretto and the spirit, while being totally authentic
with the work composed by Richard Wagner, connected so
strongly with our actual society.

At the premiere, there were initially some boos - most of
which directed at Valery Gergiev, which is very unusual for a
conductor in Bayreuth - but also some cheers, bravo shouts
and feet stamping. Ultimately, the production received a
standing ovation, according to Mark Rohan of The Telegraph.
Despite his first night’s uninspired conducting, Gergiev
sounded much better than I had expected. Next year, he is
being replaced by a veteran, Alex Kober.
Frei Im Wollen (free in waiting)
Frei Im Thun (free in action)
Frei Im Geniessen (free in enjoing)

DIE MEISTERSINGER at Bayerische
Staatsoper, July 2019 Barbara Japp
The doors close. The lights go down. Kiril Petrenko enters
to great accolade.
BEGIN! That glorious music...I hear it and I'm blessed.
So! You want to be a Meistersinger, you cheeķy little upperclass twit. You think it's just about how you are inspired; by
love, by nature, by your own feelings. What a lot of
balderdash. DON'T YOU KNOW THAT ART IS
GOVERNED BY RULES? BY TRADITION!
One wise old man realizes that you need both inspiration
and structure and recognizes the boy’s worth.
There is so much one could say about this massive and
glorious work. To me, the first meat is the content of the three
monologues of Hans Sachs.
The first monologue; about things that inspire memory, a
fragrance, and about seeing and appreciating Walther’s first
song as an interesting new approach outside of tradition. The
second; (the music and the text always brings tears) the world
is going to the dogs, too much hate, but here, in our home in
blessed Nürnberg, we are safe. The third; about the
importance and endurance of German Art in spite of what
might get in the way of its continuance, is often problematical
since it was used for political propaganda in not so recent
years.
The second meat is in the collaboration of Hans and Walther
to develop Walther's poetic dream into the song using the rules
of art along with Walther’s inspiration. At each iteration it
develops more richness. When Walther wins the prize and (his
love) the girl, we wonder if this is the end of it. The song
speaks of development over the years. Will the relationship of
Eva, Walther, and their (our?) Art continue to develop?
Wolfgang Koch as Hans Sachs
photo: Wilfried Hösl

I enjoyed the production more than when I saw it live two
years ago. I have listened and watched many times since so I
knew it a lot better. Wolfgang Koch, again, sang a wise,
gentle, but wily Hans Sachs. In all the productions I have
seen, I have never had a cogent explanation on how the text
mix up happens. Sachs, himself, attributes it to a goblin, I
think. Perhaps it doesn’t matter. Daniel Kirch (replacement for
the long-anticipated but ill Jonas Kaufmann), as Stoltzing,
made the part his own. I have a problem with the portrayal of
Beckmesser as a bad and violent guy. A conservative view is
often needed for balance and comparison (although this would
rarely be my particular stance). But that is just my take in this
particular production. Other comedic or racial portrayals are
similarly lacking. Beckmesser is a very important and
complex character in the artistic argument.
All of the principals were first class. The chorus, of course,
won the prize, and BRAVO KIRIL PETRENKO! A lot of
enthusiastic foot-stamping happened at the end! Only five and
a half hours. Shall we take it from the Top!
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Degas ballet dancers and TANNHÄUSER
Richard and Susan Horner

In April we took advantage of a new production of
Tannhäuser at the Dutch National Opera to also visit
Keukenhof and its seven million bulbs. The gardens were
sublime, even if at times the visitors seemed to outnumber the
bulbs! In contrast, the Tannhäuser was disturbing, especially
in the treatment of the ballet dancers. Degas’s depiction of
ballet dancers in his paintings might seem superficially
charming but the sexual abuse they suffered at the hands of
their patrons was anything but benign. This production, in
more ways than one, stripped away that charm.
Conductor – Marc Albrecht
Director –Christof Loy
Tannhäuser – Daniel Kirch
Wolfram von Eschenbach – Björn Bürger
Elisabeth – Svetlana Aksenova
Venus – Ekaterina Gubanova
Hermann, Landgraf von Thüringen – Stephen Milling
The same basic staging was used for all three acts, with an
arch at the back of the stage, and beyond, three small rooms
with white doors. The rooms were the inappropriately named
dressing rooms for the ballet dancers. A large entrance was at
house left, whilst a small doorway was found at house right.
The stage had ballet barres on most of its walls. A piano was
situated in front of the arch.
At the start of the prelude, a dishevelled Tannhäuser
(appropriately, his hair could have been from a Rembrandt self
portrait) was situated at the piano, feverishly composing.
Venus entered wearing a black evening dress and white fur
coat. A young maid attracted the libidinous eye of Tannhäuser,
who, it appears, did not have just music on his mind. His leer
and hair made us recall the character of Norman in Alan
Ayckbourn’s trilogy of plays “The Norman Conquests”. In a
review of one production by Michael Billington in The
Guardian, he described Norman as a “shaggy Lawrentian
satyr” and that is who Tannhäuser resembled.

Wolfram, in evening attire, entered from house left walking
backwards, fixated by a spectacle happening offstage. Other
members of this male club, with a dress code of evening attire,
entered but, again, distracted by the events offstage. Very
young female ballet dancers ran in from house left, thankfully
escaped the clutches of the club members and left the room.
Older ballet dancers of both sexes entered and engaged in
various sexual activities with the club members, with some
disappearing into the dressing rooms. The piano (top, side and
underneath) was used extensively in the debauchery. With
echoes of the accusations against Jian Ghomeshi, a club
member was forced away from a female ballet dancer whom
he was strangling. One of the male club members, after
removing their shirt and jacket, obviously did not meet the
gender qualification. This small detail for some reason
escapes us; for some inexplicable reason the individual floated
through other scenes in the opera amongst the club members.
Wolfram, Tannhäuser and Venus had left the room before the
debauchery was in full swing.
A maid brought in a picture, of what we assumed to be the
Virgin Mary, to hang on the wall house right. The picture
appeared to be a spiritual comfort blanket for Elizabeth,
Wolfram and Venus in Act 3. When Tannhäuser mentioned the
Virgin Mary in his lover’s quarrel with Venus, the makeup
lights in the dressing rooms became illuminated. Again, we
struggled to find the rational explanation for this directorial
action.

photos: Dutch National Opera
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When Hermann and his followers returned to the room to find
Tannhäuser they reacted to his presence with distain as if he had been
blackballed by the club and have him removed from the club’s
premises. What egregious act had Tannhäuser committed that was
worse than the transgressions of the respectable club members?
Perhaps the cause is revealed in Act 2.
Elizabeth in a white dress was at the piano. At stage right was now
some memorial which seemed to include a lyre and sword. Wolfram
brought Tannhäuser into the room to reunite him with Elizabeth.
Tannhäuser must have used one of the dressing rooms for their
intended purpose as he cleaned up quite nicely. When the gentlemen
entered for the singing contest, they were accompanied by their
spouses who were wearing evening dresses. A silver bowl for the
calling cards of the contestants was held by some of the ballet dancers
from Act 1 but now dressed in servant attire. Most of the contestants
ogled them, seemingly after they recalled from where the faces were
familiar. When Elizabeth was greeting the guests, she was followed
by her human poodle - Wolfram. However, she failed to acknowledge
his presence and after a few of her cold shoulders we felt more than a
little sympathy for Wolfram. When Tannhäuser entered the contest, he
crowned his performance by grabbing Elizabeth in a fashion boasted
by the 45th President of the USA. Wolfram led the physical charge of
the club members against Tannhäuser. We concluded that Tannhäuser’s
transgression was to admit to his sinful actions whilst any respectable
club member would have denied the accusations. We were at a time
before smart phones could record events so who would have believed
the word of a ballet dancer if she accused a male club member of
abuse?
At the start of Act 3 Elizabeth was now in a black dress clutching the
picture of the Virgin Mary. A few ballet dancers and Venus were also
in the room. However, the ubiquitous piano was not present. When the
penitent club members returned, they also brought in the piano.
Considering what had taken place on all facets of the piano during the
prelude it was also thought to need redemption. The penitents walked
through the frightened ballet dancers without accosting them. Perhaps
they now realized the morally depraved way they had treated the
dancers. The dead Elizabeth was covered by Venus’ fur coat. When
Wolfram sang “as she soars from this earthly vale, to become a blessed
angel yonder” during his Song to the Evening Star, Elizabeth rises and
walks offstage. Elizabeth was subsequently carried back in but now in
her angelic white dress. At the conclusion Wolfram and Venus
embrace whilst clutching the picture of the Virgin Mary and
Tannhäuser was standing on top of the piano. Meanwhile the
recidivists amongst the club members, including the sadist, resumed
their depravity.
The principal singers all sang and acted well. The standout from both
perspectives was Stephen Milling and he was well rewarded by the
audience’s response. As experienced on previous visits to the Dutch
National Opera the chorus was again first rate. Although Daniel Kirch
had plenty of physical (arms and legs feverishly going in all
directions) and vocal stamina we would have appreciated a little more
beauty in the singing.
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AUSTRIA

Sep-Oct 2019 Der fliegende Holländer
|Wien|Volksoper |
Nov-Dec 2019 Lohengrin
|Salzburg|Landestheater |
Sep-Oct 2019 Tannhäuser
|Klagenfurt|Stadttheater |

CZECH REPUBLIC

Nov 2019-Feb 2020 Lohengrin
|Praha|National Theatre |

DENMARK

Oct-Nov 2019 Tristan und Isolde
|København|Det Kongelige Teater ,

FINLAND

Aug-Sep 2019 Das Rheingold
|Helsinki|Opera House |

FRANCE

Sep 2019 Parsifal
|Paris|Philharmonie de Paris , Grande Salle
Pierre Boulez |

GERMANY

Sep 2019 Das Rheingold
|Berlin|Staatsoper Unter den Linden |
Staatsoper Unter den Linden
Sep 2019 Das Rheingold
|Minden|Stadttheater |
Sep 2019-Jan 2020. Das Rheingold
|Coburg|Landestheater |
Nov 2019-Apr 2020 Das Rheingold
|Düsseldorf|Opernhaus |
Deutsche Oper am Rhein
Oct 2019-May 2020 Der fliegende
Holländer
|Leipzig|Opernhaus | Oper Leipzig
Nov-Dec 2019 Der fliegende Holländer
|Cottbus|Theater Cottbus , Großes Haus |
Nov 2019-Jan 2020 Der Ring an einem
Abend
|Mannheim|Nationaltheater |
Apr-Sep 2019 Der Ring des Nibelungen
|Hamburg|
Sep-Dec 2019 Die Ring Trilogie Hagen (Der Ring (adaptation))
|Aachen|Theater | Theater Aachen
Sep 2019 Die Walküre
|Minden|Stadttheater | Der Ring in Minden
Sep 2019 Die Walküre
|Berlin|Staatsoper Unter den Linden |
Nov 2019 Die Walküre
|Duisburg|Theater Duisburg |
Deutsche Oper am Rhein
Sep 2019 Götterdämmerung

|Berlin|Staatsoper Unter den Linden |
Staatsoper Unter den Linden
Sep-Oct 2019 Götterdämmerung
|Minden|Stadttheater | Der Ring
Sep 2019-Jul 2020 Götterdämmerung
|Oldenburg|Staatstheater , Grosses Haus |
Nov 2019 Götterdämmerung
|Duisburg|Theater Duisburg |
Deutsche Oper am Rhein
Nov 2019 Lohengrin
|München|Nationaltheater |
Nov 2019-May 2020 Lohengrin
|Dortmund|Opernhaus , Operntreff |
Oct-Dec 2019 Neverland
(Lohengrin (reduction))
|Dortmund|Opernhaus | Theater Dortmund
Sep-Oct 2019 Siegfried
|Minden|Stadttheater | Der Ring in Minden
Sep-Oct 201 Siegfried
|Kassel|Opernhaus | Staatstheater Kassel
Sep 2019 Siegfried
|Berlin|Staatsoper Unter den Linden
Nov 2019 Siegfried
|Duisburg|Theater Duisburg |
Deutsche Oper am Rhein
Nov-Dec 2019 Siegfried für Kinder
|Köln|Staatenhaus , Saal 3 | Oper Köln
Sep 2019-Jul 2020 Tannhäuser
|Eisenach|Wartburg | Meininger
Staatstheater
Sep-Oct 2019 Tristan und Isolde
Köln|Staatenhaus ,
Oct 2019-Jun 2020 Tristan und Isolde
|Leipzig|Opernhaus | Oper Leipzig
Nov 2019-May 2020 Tristan und Isolde
Hildesheim|Stadttheater
Nov 2019 Tristan und Isolde
|Karlsruhe|Staatstheater , Grosses Haus |
LATVIA
Oct-Nov 2019 Der fliegende Holländer
|Riga|Latvian National Opera |
NETHERLANDS
Nov 2019 Die Walküre
|Amsterdam|Het Concertgebouw
Nov-Dec 2019 Die Walküre
|Amsterdam|Nationale Opera & Ballet |
RUSSIA
Sep 2019 Das Rheingold St Petersburg|
Concert Hall | Mariinsky Theatre
Oct 2019 Der fliegende Holländer
|Ekaterinburg|Opera House | Ekaterinburg
Opera
Oct 2019 Der fliegende Holländer
|St Petersburg|Mikhailovsky Theatre
| Mikhailovsky Theatre
Nov 201 Der fliegende Holländer
|St Petersburg|Mariinsky Theatre |

Nov 2019 Lohengrin
|Moscow|Novaya Opera Theatre |
Sep 2019-Jan 2020 Tannhäuser St
Petersburg|
| Mariinsky Theatre
Nov 2019 Tristan und Isolde
|St Petersburg|Mariinsky Theatre
SPAIN
Sep 2019 Götterdämmerung
|Oviedo|Teatro Campoamor
|
TAIWAN
Oct 2019 Götterdämmerung
|Taichung|National Taichung Theater ,
UNITED STATES
Nov 2019 Parsifal
|Bloomington|Music Art Center |

